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2 A Free Retriever's Digest

From the Editor

Wednesday, November 22, 2017

L.S.

The topic of the former Digest’s supplement: the bourgeois fractional strive in Spain, is continued in this is-
sue with five texts in An Invitation to a Discussion. Four of these contributions have been translated 
from Spanish.

The new section With Special Attention To starts a revue of articles well worth reading. Hopefully this 
section will flourish in forthcoming issues, as a welcome extension to the lists of selected articles & news 
feeds.

As the readers will have noticed, these lists are presented by topic or ‘theme’. In this issue six named topics 
are included. For each of them keywords are provided as ‘categories’, indicating related subjects or questions. 
A sequence number indicates the continuation of a particular topic throughout subsequent Digest issues.

Last but not least, two new publications in print are presented that bear on the lessons to take from the ex-
periences of the historical communist left: a re-edition of the K.AP.D. party program of January 1924, and a 
book on the formation of the Union Communiste in France – in spite of the weight of the revolutionary de-
feat in the counter-revolutionary period of the 1930s.

A consequence of pursuing a focus on what reveals itself as a Spanish state crisis is, of course, that certain 
subjects and questions have been neglected like, for instance, the Rohingya crisis or the “centennial” of the 
October Revolution. Our very limited capacities impose this kind of restrictions.

With this issue the try-out phase of A Free Retriever's Digest concludes. As editor and initiator of this 
project I’d like to warmly thank all readers who have collaborated at its realization.

I take some time off to evaluate the effort. A new issue can be expected in the second half of January 2018. 
Your feedback and contributions are appreciated.

Internationalist regards,

Henry Cinnamon

A Free Retriever's Digest aims at presenting publications that are relevant for discussions within the internationalist milieu 
in general, and among the groups and circles who claim adherence to the international communist left(s) in particular. It intends 
to provide comments and a space for discussion.

Readers are invited to send in notifications of publications by e-mail, abstracts and reviews of relevant books, articles or texts, 
and presentations at discussion meetings. Contributions should be written in English and may not exceed 2000 words. Included 
bibliographical references and internet links should be exact.

Articles and contributions express the views of their authors. Publication is at the discretion of the editor. They may be freely  
adopted if correctly quoted with source reference. A notification thereof is highly appreciated. 

 The editor’s e-mail address: afreeretriever@gmail.com.
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Selected Articles & News Feeds
October 02 – November 19, 2017 (week no.’s 40 – 46)

The Confrontation of Nationalist Fractions in Spain over Catalonia (II)

Categories:
Europe; Spain – Catalonia; Bourgeois fractional struggles; Nationalism vs Re-
gionalism and Separatism; Difficulties for the Bourgeoisie and for the Prole-
tariat.

1 Title: Ni Estado, ni nación, ni derecho a la autodeterminación Spanish

Published on: October 19, 2017 Week 42

Author(s): Agustín Guillamón, October 18, 2017

Web link: http://alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/39091

Subject: Spanish state crisis / Spain vs. Catalonia

Genre: Statement of position on the bourgeois state and on the present ‘Self Defense 
Committees’ in Catalonia.

Length (words): 6,168

Remarks: “Neither State, nor nation, nor right to self-determination“.2nd part translated 
on page 16.

2 Title: On the Catalan “Revolution” English

Published on: October 23, 2017 Week 43

Author(s): EJ/CWO; Bataglia Comunista

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-23/on-the-catalan-%E2%80%9Crevolution
%E2%80%9D

Subject: Spanish state crisis / Spain vs. Catalonia state authoritarian tendencies

Genre: Statement of position and analysis by the ICT

Length (words): 2,432

Remarks: Translated from Italian (BC,20 October 2017)

3 Title: From Catalonia/Spain: Against All Nationalisms English

Published on: November 2, 2017 Week 44

Author(s): CWO/ Nuevo Curso

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-02/from-cataloniaspain-against-all-
nationalisms

Subject: Actualization on the Spanish-Catalan state crisis

Genre: Two update articles by ‘Nuevo Curso’ on the current Spanish crisis (English 
translation by CWO): A Fake Independence (Oct.28, 2017);When They Wave The 
"Democratic" Flag, It’s Because They Want Your Pension (Oct.30, 2017).

Length (words): 2,621

Remarks: Two different articles by ‘Nuevo Curso’ are included in this issue: What has 
happened and what will happen in Catalonia? (Oct.25, on page 19) and Where do 
the regional tensions and inequalities come from? (Oct.06, on page 23).

4 Title: Espagne: l’indépendance de la Catalogne est l’arbre qui cache la forêt de 
la lutte de classe.

French

Published on: November 6, 2017 Week 45

Author(s): Robin Goodfellow, Défense du marxisme (RGF)

Web link: https://defensedumarxisme.wordpress.com/2017/11/06/espagne-lindependance-de-la-
catalogne-est-larbre-qui-cache-la-foret-de-la-lutte-de-classe/

Subject: Marxism and ‘the right of the people to self-determination’

Genre: Statement of position, with some classical arguments from Marx, Engels and Lenin

Length (words): 1,703

Remarks: In defense of the slogan for a ‘Socialist United States of Europe’. The complete 
statement is available at: Sur la Catalogne (pdf, 15p. A4)

http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-02/from-cataloniaspain-against-all-nationalisms
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-02/from-cataloniaspain-against-all-nationalisms
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-23/on-the-catalan-%E2%80%9Crevolution%E2%80%9D
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-23/on-the-catalan-%E2%80%9Crevolution%E2%80%9D
http://alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/39091
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South-America: Bourgeois Factional Strife or Class Struggle? (III)
Brazil and Venezuela

Categories: Bourgeois factional strife; South-America; BRICS; Democratic and anti-corrup-
tion campaigns; state repression

1 Title: Brazil caught between economic crisis, political rivalries and class strug-
gle

English

Published on: October 9, 2017 Week 41

Author(s): ‘International Communist Party’ 

Web link: http://pcint.org/01_Positions/01_03_en/171009_brazil.htm

Subject: The bourgeois factional struggle in Brazil: elections and anti-corruption cam-
paigns turned against workers’ struggles

Genre: Analysis

Length (words): 3,683

Remarks: A summary of the dynamic of the Brazilian economy, corruption scandals, protests 
and the Temer–Roussef stand-off

2 Title: The crisis in Venezuela: the proletariat suffers the misery, chaos and re-
pression of capitalism

English

Published on: October 16, 2017 Week 42

Author(s): Internacionalismo (ICC), Venezuela, September 25, 2017.

Web link: http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201710/14408/crisis-venezuela-
proletariat-suffers-misery-chaos-and-repression-capitalism

Subject: The bourgeois factional struggle and the proletariat in Venezuela in an interna-
tional context

Genre: Analysis by the ICC’s section in Venezuela

Length (words): 6,063

Remarks:

3 Title: Neither Chavismo Nor Anti-Chavismo: For the Autonomous Struggle of the 
Working Class

English

Published on: October 19, 2017 Week 42

Author(s): ICT

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-19/neither-chavismo-nor-anti-chavismo-
for-the-autonomous-struggle-of-the-working

Subject: The bourgeois factional struggle and the proletariat in Venezuela

Genre: Leaflet by ICT affiliates in 4 countries and sympathizing groups in the USA & 
Canada

Length (words): 1,184

Remarks:

http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-19/neither-chavismo-nor-anti-chavismo-for-the-autonomous-struggle-of-the-working
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-19/neither-chavismo-nor-anti-chavismo-for-the-autonomous-struggle-of-the-working
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201710/14408/crisis-venezuela-proletariat-suffers-misery-chaos-and-repression-capitalism
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201710/14408/crisis-venezuela-proletariat-suffers-misery-chaos-and-repression-capitalism
http://pcint.org/01_Positions/01_03_en/171009_brazil.htm
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2017 Democratic Elections in Europe (III) 
Netherlands, Germany, Austria

Categories: Democratic campaigns; Electoralism and the proletarian political milieu; the 
rise of (right-wing) Populism; State Authoritarianism; 

1 Title: De Virtuele Realiteit van Rutte III Dutch

Published on: October 14, 2017 Week 41

Author(s): Fredo Corvo

Web link: https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2017/10/14/de-virtuele-realiteit-van-
rutte-iii/#more-10937

Subject: Austerity policies and the dilemma’s of the new coalition government in the 
Netherlands; a ‘left opposition front’ in the making

Genre: Analysis

Length (words): 2,410

Remarks: “The virtual reality of Rutte III”

2 Title: The rise of the (Alt-)Right in Germany’s Elections: A commentary English

Published on: October 15, 2017 Week 41

Author(s): Ralph Keller

Web link: http://www.marxisthumanistinitiative.org/gettingeverythingworking/international-
news/the-rise-of-the-alt-right-in-germanys-elections-a-commentary/

Subject: The 2017 parliamentary elections and the rise of populism in Germany

Genre: Commentary

Length (words): 2,890

Remarks: Text updated October 20, 2017

3 Title: Nach dem Erfolg der Populisten Schadensbegrenzung durch die deutsche Bour-
geoisie

German

Published on: October 29, 2017 Week 43

Author(s): Weltrevolution (ICC), October 16, 2017

Web link: http://de.internationalism.org/iksonline/wahlen-deutschland-2017-nach-dem-erfolg-
der-populisten

Subject: The parliamentary elections and the rise of populism in Germany

Genre: Analysis

Length (words): 2,823

Remarks: “After the success of the populists – damage control by the German bourgeoisie”

4 Title: Schon wieder Wahlen! Klassenkampf in Österreich German

Published on: October 25, 2017 Week 43

Author(s): Wildcat

Web link: http://www.wildcat-www.de/aktuell/a106_fpoe.html

Subject: The parliamentary elections and the rise of populism in Austria – Kurz (ÖVP) and 
Strache (FPÖ)

Genre: Report and Analysis of the national situation

Length (words): 2,747

Remarks: “Elections again! Class struggle in Austria”

5 Title: The elections in Austria reveal the growing instability of the capitalist 
political apparatus

English

Published on: October 31, 2017 Week 44

Author(s): Steinklopfer (ICC), Oct.23, 2017

Web link: http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201710/14422/elections-austria-reveal-
growing-instability-capitalist-political-apparatus

Subject: The parliamentary elections and the rise of populism in Austria – Kurz (ÖVP) and 
Strache (FPÖ)

Genre: Analysis in an international framework

Length (words): 3,289

Remarks: theory of decomposition

http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201710/14422/elections-austria-reveal-growing-instability-capitalist-political-apparatus
http://en.internationalism.org/icconline/201710/14422/elections-austria-reveal-growing-instability-capitalist-political-apparatus
http://www.wildcat-www.de/aktuell/a106_fpoe.html
http://de.internationalism.org/iksonline/wahlen-deutschland-2017-nach-dem-erfolg-der-populisten
http://de.internationalism.org/iksonline/wahlen-deutschland-2017-nach-dem-erfolg-der-populisten
http://www.marxisthumanistinitiative.org/gettingeverythingworking/international-news/the-rise-of-the-alt-right-in-germanys-elections-a-commentary/
http://www.marxisthumanistinitiative.org/gettingeverythingworking/international-news/the-rise-of-the-alt-right-in-germanys-elections-a-commentary/
https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2017/10/14/de-virtuele-realiteit-van-rutte-iii/#more-10937
https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2017/10/14/de-virtuele-realiteit-van-rutte-iii/#more-10937
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On the World’s Major War Zones and Imperialist Antagonisms
The Pacific Ocean, the Middle East, Africa. The USA versus China

Categories: Imperialism and War; Conflict Zones; Imperialist Alliances and Antagonisms; 
China vs USA; Militarism and Armament

1 Title: L’océan pacifique ring principal d’affrontement du monde entier French
Published on: October 16, 2017 Week 41
Author(s): Group related to ‘Le Fil Rouge’
Web link: http://data.over-blog-kiwi.com/0/55/15/36/20171022/ob_208ccc_pacificoo-corrige-

piero-diego.pdf
Subject: The Pacific Ocean as the primary focus of inter-imperialist tensions and con-

frontations
Genre: Analysis
Length (words): 8,031
Remarks: “The Pacific Ocean – the world’s most important boxing ring”. Free Pdf available 

(12p. A4). A presentation can be found on page 26.

2 Title: China Openly Declares its Imperialist Ambitions English
Published on: November 4, 2017 Week 44
Author(s): Ergosum (CWO), 3 November 2017
Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-04/china-openly-declares-its-

imperialist-ambitions
Subject: China challenging US world domination
Genre: A situation of the China – USA antagonism
Length (words): 1,587
Remarks: A much more detailed piece on this will appear in the next issue of Revolutionary 

Perspectives (Series 4 Number 11) in January 2018.

3 Title: El capital tiene hambre de guerra Spanish
Published on: November 8, 2017 Week 45
Author(s): Carlos Marx (Nuevo Curso)
Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/el-capital-tiene-hambre-de-guerra/
Subject: Two main antagonisms: China versus USA over the Korean peninsula and Saudi-Arabia 

versus Iran over the Middle East
Genre: Summary article
Length (words): 1,551
Remarks: “Capital is hungry for war”

4 Title: The Hidden Scramble for Africa’s Resources English
Published on: November 14, 2017 Week 46
Author(s): Ergosum (CWO), November 07, 2017
Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-14/the-hidden-scramble-for-africa

%E2%80%99s-resources
Subject: The stakes of imperialist rivalries over Africa’s resources and the Chinese-Ameri-

can antagonism
Genre: Analysis
Length (words): 2,368
Remarks:

5 Title: ¿Quién va con quién en Oriente Medio? Spanish
Published on: November 14, 2017 Week 46
Author(s): Carlos Marx (Nuevo Curso)
Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/quien-va-con-quien-en-oriente-medio/
Subject: On the turning tables of imperialist alliances in the Near and Middle East
Genre: Summary article
Length (words): 1,689
Remarks: “Who goes with whom in the Middle East?”

http://nuevocurso.org/quien-va-con-quien-en-oriente-medio/
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-14/the-hidden-scramble-for-africa%E2%80%99s-resources
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-14/the-hidden-scramble-for-africa%E2%80%99s-resources
http://nuevocurso.org/el-capital-tiene-hambre-de-guerra/
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-04/china-openly-declares-its-imperialist-ambitions
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-04/china-openly-declares-its-imperialist-ambitions
http://data.over-blog-kiwi.com/0/55/15/36/20171022/ob_208ccc_pacificoo-corrige-piero-diego.pdf
http://data.over-blog-kiwi.com/0/55/15/36/20171022/ob_208ccc_pacificoo-corrige-piero-diego.pdf
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On the World’s Major War Zones and Imperialist Antagonisms
The Pacific Ocean, the Middle East, Africa. The USA versus China

6 Title: Por qué Francia no reducirá las nucleares como había prometido Spanish
Published on: November 10, 2017 Week 45
Author(s): Carlos Marx (Nuevo Curso)
Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-francia-no-reducira-las-nucleares-como-habia-

prometido/
Subject: Why France will stick to nuclear energy
Genre: Summary article
Categories: Militarism & Armament; Energy policies; Nuclear Energy; France
Length (words): 1,596
Remarks: “Why France will not reduce its nuclear program as promised?”

Workers’ Struggles
Europe, South-East Asia (China, Vietnam)

Categories: Workers’ Struggles; Syndicalism and the Left against workers’ struggle; UK 
Education Sector; Volkswagen/Automobile Industry in China; Vietnam

1 Title: La huelga paga, la lucha avanza Spanish

Published on: November 4, 2017 Week 44

Author(s): Carlos Marx (Nuevo Curso)

Web link: http://nuevocurso.org/la-huelga-paga-la-lucha-avanza/

Subject: Workers’ struggles are recovering

Genre: Summary article

Length (words): 1,385

Remarks: “The strike pays, the struggle advances”

2 Title: Durham Teaching Assistants – Conned by the Labour Movement English

Published on: October 20, 2017 Week 42

Author(s): AD/ER

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-20/durham-teaching-assistants-
%E2%80%93-conned-by-the-labour-movement

Subject: Workers’ struggle in the British education sector confronted with syndicalism and 
the Left: A defeat for the Technical Assistants?

Genre: Report and analysis

Length (words): 1,865

Remarks: With a blog discussion

3 Title: Durham Teaching Assistants – Not Finished Yet? English

Published on: October 31, 2017 Week 44

Author(s): CWO (North East Section)

Web link: http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-31/durham-teaching-assistants-
%E2%80%93-not-finished-yet

Subject: Workers’ struggle in the British education sector: TA’s who do not accept a rot-
ten deal

Genre: Balance sheet and CWO leaflet (October 26, 2017)

Length (words): 2,177

Remarks: Leaflet: Durham Teaching Assistants’ Struggle: Not Finished Yet!

http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-31/durham-teaching-assistants-%E2%80%93-not-finished-yet
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-31/durham-teaching-assistants-%E2%80%93-not-finished-yet
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-20/durham-teaching-assistants-%E2%80%93-conned-by-the-labour-movement
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-10-20/durham-teaching-assistants-%E2%80%93-conned-by-the-labour-movement
http://nuevocurso.org/la-huelga-paga-la-lucha-avanza/
http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-francia-no-reducira-las-nucleares-como-habia-prometido/
http://nuevocurso.org/por-que-francia-no-reducira-las-nucleares-como-habia-prometido/
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Workers’ Struggles
Europe, South-East Asia (China, Vietnam)

4 Title: 8,000 workers wildcat at Vietnam footwear factory English

Published on: October 6, 2017 Week 41

Author(s): Mike Harman (Post)

Web link: http://libcom.org/news/8000-workers-wildcat-vietnam-footwear-factory-06102017

Subject: Workers’ struggles in Vietnam

Genre: News report

Length (words): 486

Remarks: After 6,000 workers went on wildcat at a clothing factory in Thanh Hoa province 
for five days last month and won most of their demands, now 8,000 workers at 
Venus Vietnam Footwear Ltd. have gone on wildcat over bicycle parking restric-
tions.

5 Title: “The Germans don’t care. So it’s on us to fight!” English

Published on: October 9, 2017 Week 41

Author(s): Ralf Ruckus

Web link: http://www.gongchao.org/2017/10/09/temp-workers-at-faw-vw-in-china-in-struggle/

Subject: Temporary workers at the FAW-VW joint venture in China demand equal pay and get 
criminalized while elsewhere VW workers’ struggles erupt 

Genre: Report

Length (words): 1,807

Remarks: Translated from German

The October Revolution 1917 and the Council Movement in Germany
Netherlands, Germany

Categories: October Revolution 1917; Council movement; German-Dutch Communist Left 

1 Title: L’impact de la Révolution russe en Allemagne 1914-1918 French

Published on: October 14, 2017 Week 41

Author(s): Philippe Bourrinet, October 13, 2017

Web link: http://www.left-dis.nl/f/rev.russe.allemagne.pdf

Subject: The impact of the revolution in Russia on Germany (1914 – 1918)

Genre: Presentation

Categories: October Revolution 1917, Russia; Germany

Length (words): 4,052

Remarks: Presentation for the internationalist week in Toulouse, 3 – 11 November 2017. 
Free Pdf available (6p. A4)

2 Title: Die KAPD 1924: für ein neues Beginnen der Rätebewegung German

Published on: November 7, 2017 Week 45

Author(s): Fredo Corvo

Web link: https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/11/07/die-kapd-1924-fuer-ein-neues-
beginnen-der-raetebewegung/

Subject: The KAPD’s second party program (1924) republished

Genre: Extracts with short comments

Categories: Historical Communist Left; Council Communism; KAPD; Program

Length (words): 1,905

Remarks: “The KAPD 1924: for a new beginning of the council movement”. A Presentation can 
be read on page 10.

https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/11/07/die-kapd-1924-fuer-ein-neues-beginnen-der-raetebewegung/
https://arbeiterstimmen.wordpress.com/2017/11/07/die-kapd-1924-fuer-ein-neues-beginnen-der-raetebewegung/
http://www.left-dis.nl/f/rev.russe.allemagne.pdf
http://www.gongchao.org/2017/10/09/temp-workers-at-faw-vw-in-china-in-struggle/
http://libcom.org/news/vietnam-6000-workers-involved-wildcat-strike-clothing-factory-10092017
http://libcom.org/news/vietnam-6000-workers-involved-wildcat-strike-clothing-factory-10092017
http://libcom.org/news/8000-workers-wildcat-vietnam-footwear-factory-06102017
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Miscellaneous Topics (in chronological order)
Categories: Specified per article

1 Title: Texto de la presentación en Grecia de Los Comités de Defensa de la CNT Spanish
Published on: October 19, 2017 Week 42
Author(s): Agustín Guillamón
Web link: http://alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/39090
Subject: The CNT’s Defense Committees in the Spanish ‘civil war’
Genre: Book presentation
Categories: Historical struggles; Spanish ‘civil war’ (1936 – 1939); CNT; anarcho-syndicalism
Length (words): 8,190
Remarks: Presentation at the occasion of the Greek translation of the book “Los comités de 

defensa de la CNT (1933-1938)”; Polytechnics at Athens (Sept.28) and Thessaloniki 
(Sept.29)

2 Title: 500 Jahre Reformation und der Fluch der Lohnarbeit German
Published on: October 29, 2017 Week 43
Author(s): Otto Rühle
Web link: http://gis.blogsport.de/2017/10/29/454/
Subject: Luther, the Reformation and the Peasants’ War in Germany (XVI. Century)
Genre: Extract from Otto Rühle: Illustrierte Kultur-und Sittengeschichte des Proletariats 

(Berlin, 1930)
Categories: Early Capitalism; Reformation; Peasants’ War in Germany
Length (words): 1,344
Remarks: “500 years Reformation and the curse of wage labor”

3 Title: Climate Change: What is to be Done? English
Published on: November 1, 2017 Week 44
Author(s): José A. Tapia
Web link: http://brooklynrail.org/2017/11/field-notes/Climate-Change-What-is-to-be-Done
Subject: Climate Change and what to do about it
Genre: Background article
Categories: Climate change and environmental catastrophes
Length (words): 5,667
Remarks: With references and sources for further reading

4 Title: Welcome to Brexitland English
Published on: November 1, 2017 Week 44
Author(s): Jimmy Meyer
Web link: http://brooklynrail.org/2017/11/field-notes/Welcome-to-Brexitland
Subject: Social political reporting from a former industrial heartland in England
Genre: Report
Categories: Deindustrialization and its consequences; England 
Length (words): 4,768
Remarks: Translated from the German (http://lowerclassmag.com/2017/09/welcome-to-

brexitland) by Jacob Blumenfeld.

5 Title: HERAUS ZUM 1. MAI! German
Published on: November 13, 2017 Week 46
Author(s): RKAB
Web link: https://raetekommunismus.wordpress.com/2017/11/13/heraus-zum-1-mai/
Subject: Announcement of a joint “May 1st” initiative by the ‘council communist’ RKAB and 

others in Rostock, Germany.
Genre: Announcement
Categories: Political Minorities; Council Communism
Length (words): 1,077
Remarks:

https://raetekommunismus.wordpress.com/2017/11/13/heraus-zum-1-mai/
http://lowerclassmag.com/2017/09/welcome-to-brexitland
http://lowerclassmag.com/2017/09/welcome-to-brexitland
http://brooklynrail.org/2017/11/field-notes/Welcome-to-Brexitland
http://brooklynrail.org/2017/11/field-notes/Climate-Change-What-is-to-be-Done
http://gis.blogsport.de/2017/10/29/454/
http://alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/39090
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Documents of the historical Communist Left
Program of the K.A.P.D., 1924 (Reprint)

Title: Programm der Kommunistischen Arbeiter-Partei Deutschlands, 1924

Language: German

Document: Reprint: Paris, November 2017; Left-dis (pdf, 37p. A4)

Author(s): K.A.P.D., Geschäftsführender Hauptaussschuß, Berlin, Januar 1924.

Web links: scan images: http://aaap.be/Pages/Pamphlets-KAPD.html#pro2
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Not only is the council movement of 1918 – 1923 dead (beaten to death), council communism is only 
just a historical reality. However, a new beginning of the revolutionary movement cannot develop in the  
void of the present incomprehension of the so-called ‘Left’. We want to draw the attention of those who 
try to enter into the theoretical achievements of the German communist Left to a new edition of the 
program of the K.A.P.D. (Berlin Tendency) of 1924. In the following we present extracts with some 
comments. Hopefully they inspire further study and debate.

The Crisis of Capitalism
“In a period of a rapidly swelling crisis, of an ac-
cumulation of social catastrophes, belligerent im-
perialist  entanglements and of growing chaos in  
the  economic,  political  and  social  domain  the  
K.A.P.D. presents itself to the proletariat with a  
new program, in which it should find, and as we  
hope will find, two things: a shorthand reflection  
of the present phase of capitalist development and  
a presentation of the tasks that it has to fulfill on  
penalty of its fall as a class. (…) A program is not 
a recipe for all events. Should it be more than pa-
per wisdom, action must follow. But, in order to  
commit  the  act,  clarity  about  the  ways,  condi-
tions and goals of the proletarian liberation strug-
gle is an indispensable condition.” (Preface)

First Part – The First World War
“The impossibility of economic avoidance infested  
capital with the conviction that war would be the  
only  means  to  overcome  the  contradictions  
brought  about  by  [its]  development.  By  conse-
quence it began a period of an insane armaments’  
race.  Here capitalism reached its  zenith and si-
multaneously  the  point  of  departure  of  its  col-
lapse.

Imperialism with its deleterious effect is a historic  
necessity, born from capitalist development; only  
petty  bourgeois  pacifists  can  see  in  it  a  cor-
rectable movement, depending on the good will of  
the capitalists.  (…) The artillery thunder of the  
battle fields inaugurated the Twilight of the Gods  
of capitalism.”

“The further course of the war brought the mili-
tary collapse of the “Middle Powers”. Thereby the  
authority of their dominant classes broke down as  
well. The latter completely lost their bearings, re-
signed and left the field to the proletariat. In this  
way political power fell onto the proletariat like a  
ripe fruit.” (First Part)

Powerlessness from Ignorance
“The proletariat did not know what to do with 
this power. It did not understand what questions  
it had to solve in a social revolution, that now, af-
ter the seizure of political power, it was decisive  
to take up the struggle for the means of produc-
tion on the foundation of the councils, in order to  
erect the communist economy.”

“The K.P.D. at first took a genuinely revolution-
ary position in face of the peace of Versailles. It  
stressed that the proletariat could not allow to let  
its policy be dictated by agreements of the bour-

http://www.left-dis.nl/
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geoisie, that only its interest as a class should be  
decisive.”

“The  III.  International  had  to  approach  social-
democratic ideology and look for an association  
with  parliamentarism  and  the  trades  unions.  
Thereby it was compelled to adopt its foreign pol-
icy as well. But to take the pressure of the masses  
under its flags into account, it disguised this reac-
tionary policies with a radical phrase and bent all  
social-democratic slogans to the highest extreme;  
it  adopted  the  capitalist  build-up  and  finally  
ended up with the wildest nationalism.”

“Of all workers’ parties only the K.A.P. has pre-
served  the  purely  revolutionary  line.  Organiza-
tionally and politically it is the direct continua-
tion of both two groups that united to form the  
Communist Party (Spartacus League) at the uni-
fication party congress of December 1918, and it  
has saved the healthy revolutionary elements from  
the  retrograde   process  of  development  of  the  
K.P.D., mainly the leading ‘I.K.D.’.” (First Part)

Second Part – Goal and Means
“The means and character of the struggle are de-
termined by the social laws. The majority of the  
proletariat  still  believes that  it  can continue to  
ameliorate its standard of living within the capi-
talist economy. The insight of the inevitability of  
capitalist collapse, of the ensuing necessity to ori-
ent the class struggle directly towards the goal of  
the communist  economy of needs,  is  still  repre-
sented with the proletariat to a completely insuf-
cient measure. It ignores that every organizational  
form corresponds with a determined epoch and  
can  only  be  an  element  of  historical  progress  
within it.”

A critical Remark on the ‘Arbeiter-Union’
The distinct tendencies of the K.A.P.D. and the 
‘Unionen’, the A.A.U.-E. inspired by Otto Rühle 
included, all misunderstood the minority charac-
ter of the Union, as they thought that it would 
transform itself into workers’ councils when joined 
by  all  workers.  For  instance,  the  Berlin  K.A.P. 
wrote:

“The Allgemeine Arbeiter-Union (General Work-
ers’ Union) is the bundling of the proletariat as a  
class in the enterprises. As an enterprise organiza-
tion it is build up according to the council sys-
tem. (…) After the conquest of political power it  
has a mission and is capable of building up the  

communist economy, on the grounds of its inner  
constitution as a council organization.”

The K.A.U.D. and the G.I.C. have finally clarified 
this question in the 1930s. See for instance:  The 
Origins of the Movement for Workers‘ Councils 
in Germany (1938).

Third Part – What after the Take-over of 
political Power?
“[The] I.W.W. (Industrial Workers of the World) in  
the Anglo-Saxon area [has] designed very far going 
sketches, specifically of the economic measures, but  
without sufcient insight in the relations between 
political  power  and  economic  facts,  without  any 
clear conceptions about the evolution of social revo-
lution at all, and thus on a Utopian basis.”

“The historically necessary aim of the workers’ revo-
lution is in the final end a new arrangement of pro-
duction. But the tasks of the working class in the  
revolution  are  first  and  foremost  political  tasks.  
Only the secured possession of political power en-
ables the working class to newly arrange production 
and to lead society to communism.”

“However, political power is nothing when it cannot 
lean on the dominance of the most important eco-
nomic foundations.”

“The revolution of the working class is not a purely 
economic act but it is not in the least ended in its  
major traits by a political act either. Rather, the  
revolution of the working class in its total course is  
a unitary political-economic process, in which the 
political element never can be neatly separated from 
the economic one. To set back one of both always 
means to deviate temporarily from the straight road 
of revolution.”

“The Russian Revolution and the course of the Ger-
man Revolution in the years 1918 – 1923  have  
shown that in any case ‘the proletariat, organized as  
dominant class’ has nothing to do with the bour-
geois state, that the organization of the proletariat  
as dominant class rather can only take place in the  
course of a struggle, in which the bourgeois state 
will be demolished and a state that is oriented in a  
completely different way (a council state) is formed 
in its place. The proletariat cannot organize itself as  
dominant class within the forms and the apparatus 
of which the bourgeois class serves itself in the exer-
cise of its dominance. Likewise the centralization of  
the instruments of production in the hands of the  

https://www.marxists.org/subject/left-wing/gik/1938/workers-councils.htm
https://www.marxists.org/subject/left-wing/gik/1938/workers-councils.htm
https://www.marxists.org/subject/left-wing/gik/1938/workers-councils.htm
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proletarian council  state cannot have anything in  
common with a centralization of industries in the  
hands of a state organized in a bourgeois way, in-
differently from how the formal conditions of such a 
centralization, of such a statification, of such a ‘so-
cialization’ may look like. Indifferently as well from 
which and how many pretended ‘representatives of  
the proletariat’ may sit in the government of such a  
state with a so-called workers’ government.”
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On the Bookshelves: ‘Envers et contre tout’ 
From the Left Opposition to the Foundation of the ‘Union Communiste’
(France, 1924 – 1939)

Michel Roger Envers et contre tout
De l’Opposition de Gauche à la création de l’Union Communiste (1924-1939)

Éditions Ni patrie ni frontières, October 2017, French.

Paperback, 247 pages, €12,-. ISSN: 1637-3103. Orders via yvescoleman@orange.fr (Payment by 
check is possible).

Presentation by the Author
Presenting a work is always hazardous. This work 
was, at its beginning, about writing the history of 
the Left Opposition in a period in which the in-
ternational revolution had been defeated in 1921 – 
1923,  a  defeat  that  has  been  continued  by  the 
eradication of  the  revolutionaries  in  Russia  and 
everywhere else in the world, including China.

Our historical saga concludes with the birth of the 
'Union Communiste' ("Communist Union") who 
represents the bundling in France of the interna-
tionalist communists.

Well, this book can be read from a different angle: 
how has the bourgeoisie arrived at defeating the 
working class morally and physically in order to 
take it into the Second imperialist war?

... through the support of the French-English im-
perialists in 1935 by Russia, drawing the PCF into 
the defense of the fatherland; through the Popular 
Fronts, as has been seen in France by derailing the 
workers' struggles in 1936 until their eradication, 
but clearer still in May 1937 in Spain through the 
eradication of the commune of Barcelona by the 
government of the Popular Front including Stalin-
ist and anarchist ministers;

through relaunching of the war economy in France 
(by the Chamber of the Popular Front), in Eng-
land, Germany, etc... by attacking the conditions 
of  the  working  class  and  intensifying  work 
rhythms.

The 'Union Communiste' in France has found it-
self sole in denouncing the Popular Front on the 
side  of  the  Italian  Fraction  of  the  Communist 
Left, and in defending proletarian internationalism 
as in 1914. But the bourgeoisie has succeeded in 
silencing  the  internationalist  revolutionaries  this 
time even more categorically than in the course of 
the First imperialist World War.

The comrades of the 'Union Communiste’ teach 
us the revolutionary endurance and will, in spite  
of  everything,  without  enfeebling  and  compro-
mising their revolutionary positions and ideas, in 
contrast  to  most  of  their  former  oppositionist 
comrades "in the current" of dominant democratic 
anti-fascism and Gaullist nationalism.

This is a lesson for today concerning the political 
difficulties  the  working  class  and  the  workers' 
movement is confronted with.

Michel Roger, November 11, 2017

Translation: Henry Cinnamon, November 12, 2017 

mailto:yvescoleman@orange.fr
http://www.mondialisme.org/spip.php?rubrique1
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Back Cover Text
"The  decomposition  of  the  two  internationals,  
foremost that of the III. from which we have come  
out, empoisons everything. We need political suc-
cesses in order to change the political atmosphere.  
To  achieve  political  successes,  an  indefatigable  
work is necessary", Trotsky wrote to Leonetti in 
December 1933.

It is this cruel history in the course of which fas-
cism  and  Stalinism  have  laminated  the  whole 
worker's movement that we have we have under-
taken to revive with this work. The resistance to 
the  pressure  of  counter-revolution  is  all  to  the 
honor of some revolutionary militants who, thanks 
to their courage, have remained internationalists 
up  to  and  until  the  Second  imperialist  War. 
Thanks to the existence of the latter we recon-
struct the new workers' and revolutionary move-
ment.

"We have comrades (...)  who came to us  15,16  
years  ago or  more,  when they were still  young  
people. They are now ripe men. During all their  
conscious life they have experienced nothing but  
blows, defeats, terrible defeats at the international  
level, and they are more or less adapted to this  
situation.  They  enormously  appreciate  the  cor-

rectness of their conceptions, they know how to  
analyze, but they have never had the capacity to  
penetrate in the masses, to work with them, and  
they have never acquired it (...). I can even afrm  
that many of our comrades (...) would be rejected  
by  the  revolutionary  mass  movement  at  a  new 
turning  point  of  the  situation." Trotsky  excel-
lently summarizes the situation of these militants 
in April 1939, in this interview to C.L.R. James. 
The last blow they will undergo is the outbreak of 
the imperialist war, the concentration camps, and 
death for some.

Still though, there are always reasons for hope, in 
spite  of  everything.  Gilbert  Serret  of  the  École 
Émancipée expresses this very good in a letter of 
18 March 1938 to Chazé:  "Yes, the events evolve  
rapidly! But have we not foreseen this? (...) And 
we are only a fistful to resist catastrophe! What a  
misery! We will be brushed away like straws. But  
what does it matter, we have to stick to our revo-
lutionary positions and act as if we must triumph.  
All our affectionate sympathy goes to you and to  
the good pals of the Union Communiste, from the  
depth of our provincial hole."

What a lesson of modesty and hope!
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An Invitation to a Discussion
The Spanish State Crisis apropos of Catalan Independentism
The outbreak of protests and counter-protests following the illegal referendum of October 1 in view of a 
presumed secession of Catalonia from Spain – and the attempts by the Spanish state to suppress it with 
all available means – has led to a rather spectacular ending with the regional parliament in Barcelona 
declaring a quasi independence on October 27, and the Rajoy government reacting (only a few hours 
later) with counter-measures: the formal destitution of the Catalan government; the taking over of the 
regional  state  agencies  by the central  ministries;  the  sidelining  of  the regional  parliament  and the 
mandatory convocation of new elections in Catalonia on December 21st. Last but not least, with the 
flight of Puigdemont’s destitute government team to Brussels, and the respective arrests of eight notori-
ous secessionists by the Spanish police, the stage for a fully fledged crisis of the Spanish state seems to 
have been set.

In the following section, 4 texts from different authors have been adopted in view of contributing to a 
discussion of the questions the proletariat and its political minorities, in Spain and beyond, are con-
fronted with in face of this imbroglio.

The series opens with the part on actuality from a larger statement by the anarchist historian Agustín 
Guillamón on the character and perspective of the ‘Defense Committees’ that have played an important 
role in the popular mobilization for the Catalan referendum, and a contrarian reply by Anibal from the 
internationalist ‘Inter-Rev’ web forum. It continues with a contribution on the bourgeois character of the 
evolving crisis and its repercussions by the new Marxist forum ‘Nuevo Curso’. Finally the Dutch council 
communist blog ‘Arbeidersstemmen’ develops an estimation of the situation of its own, with a critical 
appreciation of the most important positions present.

A background article reminds us of certain characteristics and particularities of the Spanish national 
state, that constitute a genuine historical weakness of the Spanish bourgeoisie.

Quoted: 
• “Neither State, nor nation, nor right to self-determination” (part 2) 

Agustín Guillamón on the ‘Defense Committees’ in Catalonia (16)
• “Catalan nationalism, communist proletarian internationalism, Defense Committees. Agustín Guil-

lamón spreads confusion again.”
A reply by Anibal (Foro Inter-Rev) – Conclusion (18)

• “What has happened and what will happen in Catalonia?” 
‘Nuevo Curso’ on the bourgeois fractional struggle and the proletariat (19)

• “Separatism or Workers’ Autonomy?”
A contribution for discussion by ‘Arbeidersstemmen’ (October 31, 2017) (21)

Background Article on Spain (23)
• Where do the regional tensions and inequalities come from? (‘Nuevo Curso’)

As this ‘Digest’ is committed to contributing to the development of meaningful discussions among inter-
nationalists, interested readers are invited to send appreciations of the presented texts, questions and/or 
own contributions in the subject per e-mail. The correspondence will be published in the next release.

Interesting reading,

The editor.
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Quoted: “Neither State, nor nation, nor right to 
self-determination” (part 2)
Agustín Guillamón on the ‘Defense Committees’ in Catalonia

  Dear friend, al l theory is gray,
And green the golden tree of life.

(Goethe’s ‘Faust’; Mephistopheles and the Student)

2. On the street
»  At the beginning of September 2017, different 
CUP  organizations  promoted  the  formation  of 
Referendum Defense Committees (CDRs) in vari-
ous districts of Barcelona and in different Catalan 
towns.  They  were  fundamental  in  the  cat  and 
mouse  game  between  the  government  of  Rajoy 
and the Government of the Generalitat about hid-
ing or finding ballot papers, censuses and ballot 
boxes.  Their  first  major  action  was  the  mass 
demonstration/rally organized on September 20 in 
front of the headquarters of the Council of Econ-
omy, located in Rambla de Cataluña,  Gran Vía 
corner, to obstruct and prevent the registration of 
the  headquarters  of  that  counsel  by  the  civil 
guard.  Finally  it  was  the  Mossos  de  Escuadra 
who  facilitated  the  departure  of  the  Guardia  
Civil  and the  secretary of  the  Court.  Indepen-
dence had been enormously successful. The forces 
of  the  national  police  and  the  civil  guard  had 
been  overcome.  The  nationalist  forces  have  
shown their ability to control territory. (1)

The  Rajoy  government  repeatedly  stated  that 
there  would  be  no  referendum.  CDRs  linked 
with AMPAs (Association of Students’ Fathers  
and Mothers), and through them with the rich  
fabric  of  local  associations,  have  turned  
schools  and institutions  into polling stations . 
Many schools have been occupied by AMPAs since 
Saturday night to prevent them from being taken 
over by police forces. The parents organized plays 
with their children, and on Sunday, October 1, af-
ter voting, they stayed in the different polling sta-
tions to defend the voting boxes and prevent their 
kidnapping by the forces of “order”. Defense com-
mittees organized and deployed the available peo-
ple to prevent schools without too much influx be-
ing  easily  visited  by  police.  The  brutal  police 

1) We presume: The Catalan nationalist forces (Editor’s note).

charges  in  numerous  schools  wounded  many, 
young  and  old.  The  scenes  of  savagery  were 
broadcast live on radio and television, achieving 
the effective solidarity of people who were not for 
independence or who did not plan to vote. The 
unnecessary destruction and material  damage in 
the schools were perceived as an irrational attack 
on the population. Local solidarity and the de-
fense  of  basic  democratic  rights  turned  elec-
toral participation into a success. Between the  
neighborhoods  a  special  magic  in  social  and  
personal  relationships  was  born.  The Referen-
dum became a reality, with all the irregularities 
and deficiencies that you want, but it defeated the 
Rajoy government in its sharp prohibition of the 
Referendum.  October  1  was  a  popular  success 
over the state and its worst Francoist tics. It was 
also an outright international failure of the Rajoy 
government.  In  addition,  independence had suc-
ceeded  in  expanding  its  popular  and  electoral 
base.

On 3 October a general strike and a lockout in 
the  country  were  convened,  involving  minority 
unions, defense committees, businessmen, various 
associations and the government. The demonstra-
tions / rallies reached hitherto unknown numbers 
and were an absolute success. The Rajoy govern-
ment’s police brutality of October 1 had managed 
to unite both separatists and non-separatists, to-
gether  with indifferent  and  right-wing  voters  in 
the  rally  on October  3.  The  destruction in  the 
schools and the clubbing of peaceful people who 
exercised their democratic rights had achieved the 
unthinkable. The 1st and 3rd of October are un-
forgettable  dates  that  have  changed  everything: 
there is a before and an after. The Referendum 
Defense  Committees  have  become  defense  com-
mittees of the Republic. The assemblies that these 
CDRs hold since then two or three times a week 
constitute a new open rank and file movement, in 
which  independence  undoubtedly  prevails.  But 
listening  to  people  in  the  neighborhood  as  
they  talk  about  solidarity  and  that  “magic”  
that  now  permeates  their  lives  and  personal  
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relationships  with  their  neighbors,  signals  to  
us  that  something  important  has  happened,  
that will  be very difficult  to  overcome or di-
vert. And the  libertarians  have  disappeared,  or 
worse, have joined the nationalist tide.

It is true that there is still no proletarian or revo-
lutionary alternative. However, the CDR is a new 
movement  that  is  in  its  origins,  in  an  initial 
process of coordination, and that can lead to a 
mass movement for  independence or become an 
autonomous  popular  movement  with  demands. 
Everything is still to be done and to be decided.

But  there  is  not  solely  a  struggle  for  indepen-
dence. There is also a confrontation against the 
Francoist and authoritarian inheritance of the Ra-
joy Government, which translates into a firm and 
peaceful battle for the basic democratic rights of 
expression, association, demonstration and in de-
fense of fundamental freedoms, which can not be 
obtained in any other way than by their exercise. 
Even  today,  the  right  of  families  to  bury  the 
bones  of  those  killed  in  the  ditches  during  the 
civil war must be vindicated. The unbearable cor-
ruption, both in Spain and in Catalonia, is struc-
tural. The 1978 regime has collapsed. Even from a 
capitalist perspective, a new Constitution is nec-
essary that solves the insertion of Catalonia in the 
State.

The denial of reality, the authoritarianism and in-
flexibility of the Rajoy government in face of the 
Catalan  question,  the  wave  of  fires  that  ravage 
Galicia or the riots of Murcia by the works of the 
AVE, (2) show a catastrophic deterioration in the 
relations  between  the  State  and  society,  which 
only can lead to a traumatic change of regime if 
the multinationals give their approval. A lecturing 
massacre that would produce martyrs and heroes 
to  all  the countries  in  dispute – either  because 
someone loses their nerves or makes the decision 
not to warn of a terrorist attack in the making – 
can not be ruled out.

The non-declaration of independence of October 
10 is already considered and discussed by many in 
the CDR assemblies as a “betrayal” in which pop-
ular mobilizations play a barter role for a pact be-
tween elites. The tactic of pacts pursued by Artur 
Más (3) is well known: to take the conflict in the 

2) AVE = Alta Velocidad Española (Spanish high speed train).
3) President of the Generalitat de Catalunya from 2010 to 

2015, plus a brief stint as acting president from September 

street as far as possible, in order to show the ad-
versary one’s own negotiating capacity at the ta-
ble.

On 17 October 2017, with the arrest of the sepa-
ratist agitators Jordi Cuixart and Jordi Sánchez, 
presidents of the National Assembly of Catalonia 
and of Ómnium Cultural, the separatists and the 
[Catalan] Government have been quick to indicate 
that we have political prisoners in Spain again , 
who  one  day  will  undoubtedly  serve  as  small 
change  to  obtain  impunity  for  the  more  than 
thousand charges against the PP for corruption, 
or  the  definitive  dismissal  of  the  open  cases 
against Jordi Pujol, (4) Millet and many others.

It is however false to say that there were no politi-
cal prisoners before: there are the anarchists ar-
rested in the  Operation  Pandora;  (5) there are 
the eight young people arrested (and sentenced to 
three  years’  imprisonment)  for  the  protest  that 
surrounded the Catalan Parliament on June 15, 
2011,  to  avoid that  the Government chaired by 
Artur Más voted for excessive cuts in Health and 
Education. Who remembers those who have been 
political prisoners and reminds us of them? In the 
short  term the application of article 155 of the 
Constitution and the interference in the Govern-
ment of the Generalitat by the Government of Ra-
joy appears imminent and inevitable, like the con-
vocation of elections in Catalonia. All this regard-
less of the comic “suspension” of independence.

As the Catalan employers propose, everything can 
be  sealed  off  in  the  medium  term  (about  18 
months), with a grandiloquent and gratuitous dec-
laration of Catalonia as a nation, a Constitutional 
Reform and a new Statute; or if the new Catalan 
and  Spanish  Republic  is  shaped  with  broader 
Catalan  competences  in  Economy and  Treasury 
and the protection shield  in education and cul-
ture. It will also make the participation of Catalan 
sports teams in international competitions possi-
ble. And all these “conquests” will finally be cele-
brated with a General Amnesty that will please 
all corrupted by the fatherlands on show. A Re-
public  because of [the House of]  Bourbon,  or a 
stain and a new reckoning for global capitalism.

2015 to January 10, 2016.
4) Leader of the party Convergència Democràtica de 

Catalunya (CDC) from 1974 to 2003, and President of the 
Generalitat de Catalunya from 1980 to 2003.

5) Apparently a case of false criminalization by the Catalan po-
lice: Caso Pandora, un artefacto ideado en los servicios 
de información de los mossos.

https://www.lamarea.com/2015/10/29/caso-pandora-un-artefacto-ideado-en-los-servicios-de-informacion-de-los-mossos/
https://www.lamarea.com/2015/10/29/caso-pandora-un-artefacto-ideado-en-los-servicios-de-informacion-de-los-mossos/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Converg%C3%A8ncia_Democr%C3%A0tica_de_Catalunya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Converg%C3%A8ncia_Democr%C3%A0tica_de_Catalunya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generalitat_de_Catalunya
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Participating in certain social movements requires 
strong  and  well-formed  organizations  with  solid 
and unshakable principles.  This intervention has 
always  to  be  undertaken with a program of  its 
own and with adequate methods of struggle, with-
out ever renouncing the critique of patriotism, of 
its farces and maneuvers, and of the mafia like ob-
jectives of the bourgeoisie, be it Spanish or Cata-
lan.  Without  this  steel-hardened,  precise  and 
strong criticism one runs the risk of being con-
fused, of merging with and joining the nationalist 
demands – which are always alien and degrading – 
of losing one’s own personality and objectives. We 
are  touching the bottom ground. The reefs of 
nationalism can wreck many sailors, if they do not 
know how to overcome them or to escape from 
them.

The emergence of defense committees , first of 
the referendum and then of the Republic, as rank 
and file organizational models beyond parties,  

who discuss in plenary meetings and take de-
cisions on everything, is hopeful. It is the diffi-
cult challenge of the coming storm. The R of the 
CDR may change its significance again. Better to 
be shipwrecked than to remain in an immaculate 
ivory  tower,  as  guards  of  the  sacrosanct,  incor-
rupted and pure dogmas of “infallible” doctrine! 
But if the shipwreck is too massive and obvious, 
who will rescue them? «

Agustín Guillamón, Barcelona, October 18, 2017

Source: Ni Estado, ni nación, ni derecho a la au-
todeterminación – Agustín Guillamón 
http://alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/39091

Translation and annotations: H.C., Last corrections: 
November 13, 2017.
Proofreading: Jock, November 5, 2017.

Quoted: “Catalan nationalism, communist proletarian internationalism, Defense Committees. 
Agustín Guil lamón spreads confusion again.”

A reply by Anibal (Foro Inter-Rev) - Conclusion

» Guillamón calls on distrusting Catalan national-
ism, but at the same time he calls on defending 
and joining one of its organisms of agitating and 
encapsulating the masses... And he does so by ex-
aggerating (…) what the latter represent and do, 
by assuring that they are "rank and file organiza-
tional models beyond parties, who discuss in ple-
nary meetings and take decisions on everything". 
After he has stated that: "The [Catalan] national-
ist forces have shown their ability to control the  
territory".

When  they  exist  at  all,  there  is  no  discussion 
about the rights of the bourgeoisie of the small 
and medium enterprises over the working class in 
these assemblies, about how capital and its net-
works exercise (de facto and de jure) the exploita-
tion of the proletariat. The latter is, by the way, 
fiscally  squeezed  by  these  defenders  of  autono-
mous Catalan taxation, as the  "backbone of the 
Catalan Republic", to put it in the words of the 
CUP, who is repeating Más and Jonqueras... What 
these assemblies usually discuss is how the part of 
the  movement  that  represents  this  SME  bour-
geoisie defends itself at the national level.

Guillamón wants to be on a good footing with his 
libertarian friends and has to idealize these com-

mittees, as he did in the past with the libertarian 
committees in the Republic that he has studied. 
(6) He takes the opportunity to spread confusion, 
fostering a type of activism that pretends to be 
revolutionary,  but  in  fact  runs  after  bourgeois 
causes and acts on the latter's terrain. Therefore 
he  exaggerates  the  potential  of  these  Defense 
Committees, feeding the illusion that they can be-
come what their [class] nature and their control 
by the CUP and ERC, basically inhibits them to 
become. This goes straight in the opposite direc-
tion to [facilitating] the emergence and the social 
and political functioning of a true internationalist 
communist class position. «

Anibal (Foro Inter-Rev), November 6, 2017.

Source: http://inter-rev.foroactivo.com/t7314-
nacionalismo-catalan-internacionalismo-proletario-
comunista-cdrs-de-nuevo-agustin-guillamon-esparciendo-
confusion
Translation: H.C., November 7, 2017.

6) As in: The Committees for the Defense of the CNT in 
Barcelona (1933-1938).

http://inter-rev.foroactivo.com/t7314-nacionalismo-catalan-internacionalismo-proletario-comunista-cdrs-de-nuevo-agustin-guillamon-esparciendo-confusion
http://inter-rev.foroactivo.com/t7314-nacionalismo-catalan-internacionalismo-proletario-comunista-cdrs-de-nuevo-agustin-guillamon-esparciendo-confusion
http://inter-rev.foroactivo.com/t7314-nacionalismo-catalan-internacionalismo-proletario-comunista-cdrs-de-nuevo-agustin-guillamon-esparciendo-confusion
http://www.alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/18191
http://www.alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/18191
http://alasbarricadas.org/noticias/node/39091
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Quoted: “What has happened and what wil l 
happen in Catalonia?”
‘Nuevo Curso’ on the bourgeois fractional struggle and the proletariat

» Several groups and friends from different coun-
tries are asking us how we see the evolution of the 
“Catalan crisis” and the possible intervention of 
the state organs in Catalonia by the central ad-
ministration.

To understand the situation as a whole, it is im-
portant to first understand the process of consti-
tution of the Spanish bourgeoisie in the state af-
ter World War I. And “state” here is not a substi-
tute for Spain as the nationalists use it: the Span-
ish bourgeoisie is constituted as a ruling class  in 
the state, fusing its regional fractions and other 
classes with the state itself. This process had as 
its protagonists the landowning classes (in princi-
ple non-bourgeois) of the agrarian regions of the 
[high plains of central Spain] (1) and the South, 
the  Cantabrian  industrial  bourgeoisies 
(Biscay/Basque country and Santander) and the 
Catalan  bourgeoisie.  The  latter,  who  exported 
textile to the contending armies instead of steel, 
charcoal and ships, was unable to convert the ben-
efits of war into a nucleus of financial accumula-
tion  like  the  Basques  and  those  of  Santander. 
Consequently, the Catalan bourgeoisie, on the one 
hand, was integrated to a lesser extent into the 
state bureaucracy and, on the other hand, main-
tained an important industry (the Catalan “family 
business”) on the margins of the industrial portfo-
lios of the banks.

The complete  fusion of  the  Catalan bourgeoisie 
into the Spanish state and corporate bureaucracy, 
and therefore in its imperialist project, has only 
arrived very recently. We can frame the final step 
between  1992  (Barcelona  Olympics)  and  2004 
(the takeover of  Repsol by  Caixa with the sup-
port of the central government). (2) Today there is 
no doubt that the Catalan bourgeoisie is part of 
the Spanish bourgeoisie.

But the Catalan bourgeoisie is not in charge of 
the main structures of the Spanish state in Cat-

1) ‘meseta’
2) Repsol: A flagship of Spanish globalist imperialism, for a 

whole period the 5th industrial company in the world. (Oil 
and Gas industry). La Caixa: “Caja de Ahorros y Pensiones 
de Barcelona” (Savings and Pension Bank of Barcelona).

alonia (the Generalitat), as are its cousins of the 
petty and middle  bourgeoisie.  They spend their 
time trying to establish themselves as a national 
bourgeoisie in the margins of the others –  remem-
ber Pujol and the  Banca  Catalana, and of the 
origins of "Omnium" in the Franco regime. The 
failure of the Banca Catalana and the incorpora-
tion of the  Banco de Sabadell into the Spanish 
bourgeoisie for its own growth needs have marked 
the limits of such a project until the crisis.

The  project  nevertheless  gave  three  decades  of 
happiness and “social peace” to its three protago-
nists: the Spanish bourgeoisie, including the Cata-
lan, and the nationalist petty bourgeoisie. The ba-
sis of the social contract signified an active policy 
of negation of the working class, which was highly 
ethnicized by massive postwar migrations, which 
was denied basic cultural rights (such as educa-
tion in  the  mother  tongue)  and  whose  children 
were barred from climbing up the social ladder, 
because this was reserved for the children of the 
Catalan-speaking petty bourgeoisie (mostly from 
rural origins, the granary of nationalist votes) by 
a linguistic policy and cultural exclusion.

The economic crisis and the accentuation of the 
budgetary austerity did not produce a divorce be-
tween the Catalan and the Spanish bourgeoisie, 
who  directed  the  process  together,  but  it  pro-
duced the alienation of the Catalan petty bour-
geoisie  from a  state  apparatus,  the  Generalitat, 
that  now  denied  income  and  cut  off  services, 
threatening to tear  off the alienating veil  of its 
“cultural superiority” and to brought it closer to a 
working  class,  whose  very timid  awakening  was 
feared by all.

The result is well known. The Pujolist Generalitat 
(Artur Más) looked for new revenues to distrib-
ute, but to obtain them it had to confront a cen-
tral government that austerity had turned into a 
casino cashier in a ‘negative sum game’: each new 
distribution  was  less  for  all.  So  Más raised the 
bets time and again, until he threatened with in-
dependence... and set a process in motion “as if” 
he really were looking for it.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/La_Caixa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repsol
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Whereas references to independence were consid-
ered a mere bluff, the Catalan bourgeoisie acted 
as a mediator,  pressing the  PSOE and the  PP 
government to show “patience” and “understand-
ing”,  and  to  offer  dialogue.  The  Catalan  bour-
geoisie did not want, nor wants, independence – 
its project is Spanish imperialism. But in a poi-
sonous game, the insensibility of the central gov-
ernment  resulted  in  Más,  and  subsequently 
Puigdemont, going over from bluff to fantasy. And 
it was not with the “referendum” [of October 1] 
but [with the ‘national  strike’ and walk-out]  on 
October 3 when the cards were laid bare on the 
table.

If, on this day, the petty bourgeoisie of Catalonia 
had united Catalonia as a bloc, if it had been able 
to draw the Spanish-speaking working class of the 
big  concentrations  into the separatist  front,  the 
road for  an acute conflict  and even a civil  war 
would have been opened. This was however not 
the case.

Some days later the Catalan bourgeoisie began to 
move its social and fiscal headquarters outside of 
Catalonia. It might have thought of a mobilization 
that would have dragged the workers in, but it is 
not willing to risk everything in a struggle it con-
siders lost and dangerous: as long as they do not 
encapsulate the workers there is no way that inde-
pendence is  viable and beneficial  to them. Now 
they continue to act like mediators,  to “restore 
the institutions and the law.”

Meanwhile  the  separatist  block  returned  to  the 
scenario  of  getting  the  students  and  the  petty 
bourgeoisie  onto  the  streets  outside  Parliament, 
but did not dare to declare independence after the 
failure of October 3. They tried to gain time in 
search of  a  “mediation”,  which was in reality a 
call for an imperialist interference that could ne-
gotiate with the Generalitat and the Spanish gov-
ernment on the same level, that is to say, with the 
Spanish state and its rebellious delegates in Cat-
alonia.  It  is  obvious  that  the  possibility  of  a 
“Catalan Maidan” existed, against which the big 
think tanks warned the state, but it now seems 
that the doubts within the ruling group in  the 
Generalitat and, in the end, the lack of support 
from the bourgeoisie and the Catalan proletariat 
inhibited such a response.

Only later, when it is obvious that the “process” 
does not have the strength to impose itself, will 
the  government  ask  the  Senate  to  intervene  in 
Catalonia in accordance with Article 155 of the 

Constitution... but this allows time to go by with 
a long parliamentary process and a weekend be-
tween “to see if the government of the Generalitat  
returns to legality.”

Of course, a part of the separatist bloc bets on a 
“beautiful disaster” in Numantian style, and now 
presses for it, a declaration of independence by a 
minority leading to an open civil conflict. A sup-
posedly non-violent “Easter Uprising” that “forces 
an international intervention.” It seems like a rit-
ual  at  present,  and President Puigdemont  must 
think  about  it  in  the  same way,  because  he  is 
more  and  more  willing  to  take  the  road  that 
Madrid has set out: to call for elections, to stay 
the hand of intervention of the central government 
and... we will see later.

What has become evident for the Spanish bour-
geoisie  as  a whole  is  that  the federal  system of 
state administration, which inflates the local politi-
cal bosses, enthrones small local bureaucracies and 
gives wings to a petty bourgeoisie, so full of itself 
and so lacking in awareness, is no longer useful to 
it, neither for maintaining the territorial cohesion 
nor for preserving the unity of the market. «

Carlos Marx (Nuevo Curso), October 25, 2017.

Source: ¿Qué ha pasado y qué va a pasar en 
Cataluña? http://nuevocurso.org/que-ha-pasado-y-que-
va-a-pasar-en-cataluna/

Translation and annotations: H.C., November 5, 2017.
Proofreading and corrections: Jock, November 5, 2017. 

Postscript by the editor

Readers of the English language can find the follow-
ing important updates by Nuevo Curso on the evolu-
tion of the situation in Spain and Catalonia in “From 
Catalonia/Spain: Against All Nationalisms” on 
the CWO web pages:

• A Fake Independence (Oct. 28, 2017);

• When They Wave The "Democratic" Flag, 
It’s Because They Want Your Pension (Oct. 
30, 2017).

The first was written after the supposed Catalan 
Declaration of Independence on October 27, the 
second  before  the  flight  to  Brussels  of  Carles 
Puigdemont and his collaborators.

Nuevo  Curso has  engaged  in  publishing  articles 
treating diverse questions of actuality on a daily ba-
sis on its web site: http://nuevocurso.org.

http://nuevocurso.org/
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-02/from-cataloniaspain-against-all-nationalisms
http://www.leftcom.org/en/articles/2017-11-02/from-cataloniaspain-against-all-nationalisms
http://nuevocurso.org/que-ha-pasado-y-que-va-a-pasar-en-cataluna/
http://nuevocurso.org/que-ha-pasado-y-que-va-a-pasar-en-cataluna/
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Separatism or Workers’ Autonomy?
A contribution for discussion by ‘Arbeidersstemmen’ (October 31, 2017)

Many workers understand that they are  neither 
interested in supporting Spanish nationalism nor 
Catalan  nationalism,  that  has  been  walking 
around  the  streets  of  Barcelona  regularly  since 
September. But what to think about the Referen-
dum  Defense  Committees that  are  much 
vaunted by the ultra-left? What about  the  gen-
eral strike of October 3?

The Referendum Defense Committees (‘CDR’) 
(…) Some celebrate the participation in the refer-
endum as a victory for local solidarity and for the 
defense of fundamental democratic rights. For ex-
ample, the anarchist historian Agustín Guillamón, 
from which we derive this chronology of events:

“Between  the  neighborhoods  a  special  magic  
in social and personal relationships was born.  
The Referendum became a reality, with all the ir-
regularities and deficiencies that you want, but it  
defeated the Rajoy government in its sharp prohibi-
tion of the Referendum. October 1 was a popular  
success over the state and its worst Francoist tics. It  
was also an outright international failure of the Ra-
joy government. In addition, independence had suc-
ceeded  in  expanding  its  popular  and  electoral  
base.” (1)

However,  the  question  is  what  advantage  the 
working class has in winning this battle by Cata-
lan nationalism – which, as we know, is not the 
victory  in  the  war.  As  a  council  communist,  I 
wonder if the proletariat has organized itself as a 
class for its own workers' goals in this 'popular' 
movement. Without autonomous workers' struggle 
organizational,  forms  of  direct  democracy are 
nothing but an empty shell filled a with bourgeois 
content,  in  this  case  Catalan  nationalism.  The 
general strike of 3 October – so far the only action 
in  which  workers  were  addressed  to  as  such  – 
could answer this question for the time being.

The ‘general strike’ in Catalonia on October 3
(…) In [the conclusion of] an article on the MHI 
web site, written on a personal title, we read that 
the CDRs and the strike  "are proof  that  some-
times, when the workers organize, agitate and mo-

1) The quotations are taken from the part by A. Guillamón 
(October 18, 2017) included on page 16.

bilize, politics becomes about making the impossi-
ble happen.” (2) A comment has rightly pointed 
out that it  is  not  the workers who control  this 
movement.  Since  then,  we  have  no  longer  seen 
that workers are mobilized, neither for bourgeois 
purposes  nor  for  class  purposes.  Neither 
Barcelona’s  Catalan  nationalism  nor  Madrid's 
Castilian nationalism have anything to offer to the 
workers, given the seriousness of the economic cri-
sis  that  affects  Spanish capital  and drives  both 
sides to despair.  Driven by their capitalist class 
instinct,  both  camps  avoid  anything  that  could 
lead to an autonomous class struggle. On the con-
trary,  both  nationalist  camps  justify  themselves 
by bourgeois democracy, this powerful ideology of 
capital, and use nationalism to continue dominat-
ing the working class by dividing them into Cata-
lans and Spaniards.

According to Guillamón, however, October 1 and 
3 are “unforgettable” dates that have changed ev-
erything:  "The Referendum Defense Committees  
have become defense committees of the Republic.” 
(3) He does not seem to see that they are a pillar 
of the Catalan state, according to the fatal princi-
ple  "my enemy's enemy is my friend". According 
to Guillamón, the meetings that these CDRs hold 
since two or three times a week constitute a new 
open  rank  and  file  movement.  The  libertarians 
[anarchists]  have  disappeared,  or  worse,  have 
joined the  wave  of  [Catalan]  nationalism.  "It  is 
true that there is  still  no proletarian or revolu-
tionary alternative. However, the CDR is a new  
movement  that  is  in  its  origins,  in  an  initial  
process of coordination, and that can lead to a  
mass movement for independence or become an 
autonomous  popular  movement  with  demands.” 
His  article  further  speculates  about  the  various 
bourgeoisie scenarios for a way out of the unten-
able stalemate that has arrived between the Cata-
lan and the Castilian camp. (…) For a better un-
derstanding of this  stalemate,  it  is  necessary to 
know more about the history of the Spanish bour-
geoisie and the special position of Catalonia.(4)

2) The Impossible Referendum that Happened in Catalonia 
(Enrique Saiz, October 11, 2017)

3) We presume: the Catalan republic (Editor’s note).
4) In addition to the article by ‘Nuevo Curso’ on the previous 

pages (that the author refers to at this point), we recommend 
for reading: “Where do the Spanish regional tensions and in-

https://www.marxisthumanistinitiative.org/international-news/the-impossible-referendum-that-happened-in-catalonia.html#more-8827
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Preliminary answers to four questions
Following the questions raised earlier by  ‘Arbei-
dersstemmen’ (‘Workers' Voices’) on the rise of 
populist  movements  in several  highly industrial-
ized countries with a parliamentary democracy, (5) 
I try to draw a preliminary conclusion from the 
developments in Catalonia.

1. Why does populism sometimes achieve a vic-
tory against the interests of the ruling class 
('Brexit' and the election of Trump as presi-
dent of the USA) and can it be denied access 
to  governmental  power  in  other  cases  (like 
France, the Netherlands, Germany)?

The recent support to the movement for indepen-
dence of Catalonia shows all the characteristics of 
populism: this support is primarily motivated by 
an aversion to the existing politics (especially to 
the politics of the arrogant Madrid, but workers 
will remember the austerity imposed by the Cata-
lan Generalitat) and to the brutal behavior of its 
Guardia Civil. Independence is not in the inter-
ests of the Catalan big bourgeoisie, that is an in-
tegral part of Spanish capital through the central 
state. It is the petty bourgeoisie that governs the 
Generalitat  and  has  succeeded  in  winning  over 
sections of  the population for its  desperate and 
unrealistic  project  of  the  autonomy  of  Catalo-
nia. (6) The referendum and the general strike ap-
pear as battles won in a war that the petty bour-
geoisie can only lose. The working class has no in-
terest in supporting the petty bourgeoisie and the 
latter  does  not  want  support  from the  working 
class.  Both  the  petty  bourgeoisie  and  the  big 
bourgeoisie benefit from the division of the work-
ing class that is the result of strengthening both 
Catalan and Spanish nationalism.

2. What is the function of populism within the 
political system of capital? Is fascism knocking 
on the door?

Neofascism in Spain is orientated toward the cen-
tral, Castilian state for historical reasons. Spanish 
capital has no interest in replacing the democratic 
form of government with a fascist one, as was the 
case in the past historic situation of defeat of the 
last bulwarks of the revolutionary workers' strug-
gles that put an end to the First World War (the 
'Spanish Civil War' 1936 – 1939). Catalan petty 

equalities come from?” on page 23. (Editor’s note)
5) See the invitation to a discussion meeting about the elec-

tions, the Left, populism and new governments’ in issue # 5 
of this Digest (Oct. 1, 2017).

6) Secession? (Editor’s note)

bourgeois  populism  has  dominated  the  federal 
government in Barcelona for decades,  but it now 
seems  to  definitively  have  overplayed  its  hand. 
This does not mean that its role of propagating 
aversion against non-Catalan speaking workers has 
been played out.

3. What does the Left going in opposition in ma-
jor countries mean for the chances of a neo-
Keynesian  policy  in  the  future  and  for  the 
preservation of democracy and 'labor peace'? 

The economic policy desired by the separatists is 
one of  obtaining more control  [over  tax raising] 
and a bigger share of tax revenues for the benefit 
of the petty bourgeois and at the expense of the 
workers.

4. Does  the  loss  of  confidence  in  politics  and, 
sometimes,  the  loss  of  political  control  over 
elections mean that the bourgeois class is los-
ing its grip on society?

The state increasingly appears as the executioner 
of the interests of big capital. In the case of Cat-
alonia, the local department of the state has tem-
porarily succeeded in hiding its austerity measures 
and repression behind the cruel  behavior of the 
Guardia Civil. This does not mean that the bour-
geois  class  is  losing its  grip  on society.  On the 
contrary,  as  long as the working class  does not 
self-consciously  come  into  movement  in  autono-
mous organization for its own class goals, capital 
will turn its own weaknesses – the fragmentation 
of society – against the workers.

It is up to the conscious minorities of the working 
class to draw lessons from the Catalan drama and 
to become part of the growing class consciousness 
by mutual discussion and by their participation in 
the workers' struggle.

Fredo Corvo, October 31, 2017.

Source: Catalonië: separatisme of arbeidersau-
tonomie? 
https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2017/10/31/catal
onie-separatisme-of-arbeidersautonomie/

Extracts. Translation and annotations: H.C., November 
9, 2017.

https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2017/10/31/catalonie-separatisme-of-arbeidersautonomie/
https://arbeidersstemmen.wordpress.com/2017/10/31/catalonie-separatisme-of-arbeidersautonomie/
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Some historical Background on Spain
Where do the regional tensions and inequalities come from? (‘Nuevo Curso’)

The great project of the nineteenth-century Spanish bourgeoisie, the creation of Spain as a nation, was 
inevitably affected by the peripheral development of the social class that should have played its historic 
role. In a country where it took four civil wars to end internal customs, to unify laws and convert land  
into merchandise (the main productive resource in an agrarian country), the modern bourgeoisie was 
born looking at foreign [and regional] markets: at England in Asturias, at Santander, Biscay and France  
on the Catalan coast, at Mataró, Sabadell and Manresa in Reus.

The failure of the Glorious revolution (1868) (1), 
of the First Reusian regime (1868-70) and of the 
subsequent  First  Republic (1873-74)  had  con-
demned the bourgeoisie to the seclusion of its ter-
ritories of origin, on the one hand in a tense rela-
tionship  with  the  latifundist  classes  who  con-
trolled the state and, on the other, with the first 
workers' movements that it had engendered itself. 
In  this  panorama,  its  only  social  expansion,  its 
only possible hegemony could be local, assimilat-
ing a small  rural  bourgeoisie  that  found its  ex-
pression in the remains of Carlism, turning it into 
a protectionist regionalism.

During the Restoration (1874-1931) (2) Spain was 
not so different from Czarist Russia: the state was 
controlled by a latifundist aristocracy related to 
the  monarchy  and  dominating  production  of  a 
fundamentally  agrarian  country.  In  spite  of  the 
democratic  appearance  of  the  “Peaceful  
Turn” (3), rural despotism (“caciquismo”) and the 
limited extent of the industrial fabric kept a bour-
geoisie out of power, who saw in the “Disaster of  
1898” (4) not only the end of its access to over-

1) Wikipedia on the ‘Glorious Revolution’ in Spain.
2) Wikipedia on the (  Bourbon) Restoration.
3) The ‘Peaceful Turn’ was a system put in place by Antonio 

Cánovas del Castillo, whereby the two "official" parties, the 
Partido Conservador (Liberal-Conservatives of the center-
right) and Partido Liberal (the Liberals on the center-left), 
alternated in power. Its key features were that the govern-
ment would first be chosen by the king and would then 
"make" the election (the so-called encasillado), ensuring vic-
tory. All this was the product of a plan whereby, after almost 
a whole century of political instability and many civil wars, 
the aim of the Restoration was to ensure political stability in 
Spain. (Wikipedia)

4) The “Disaster of 1898” is known for the 10 weeks’ war be-
tween Spain and the USA, that led to the simultaneous loss 
of the last Spanish colonies in the Caribbean and the Pacific 
to the latter (foremost: Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philip-
pines). As a consequence the Spanish colonial empire was re-
duced to its African possessions (Morocco, the ‘Spanish Sa-
hara’, the Canary Islands and ‘Spanish Guinea’). 

seas markets but, above all,  the inability of the 
state to create a modern nation.

Not  only  the  workers'  protests  against  colonial 
wars turned every time more violent (culminating 
in the “Tragic Week” of 1909) (5); the peasantry 
did not feel “national”, rejected army recruitment 
and fled from it. The “people”, this mass of peas-
ants, day laborers, land workers and rural petty 
bourgeoisie,  clearly  manifested  for  decades  the 
alienation [that] the causes for the patriotic wars 
of the regime generated. The main cause in the 
eyes of the liberal bourgeoisie was that the lati-
fundist classes in power in Parliament, tradition-
ally allies of the Church, had not been able to im-
pose themselves on the latter, by creating a na-
tional system of education. Although this had al-
ways been projected and laws had been passed to 
develop it, funding was rarely granted and, under 
the  rule  of  the  conservatives,  it  was  foremost 
granted to Catholic traditionalists.

The  bourgeois  response  expressed  itself  by  two 
tendencies. On the one hand, the conversion of re-
gionalisms  and  localisms (6)  into  local  nation-
alisms in Catalonia and Biscay, in both cases al-
lied to the Catholic Church. On the other hand, 
reliance on the  state  by engaging in  infrastruc-
tural works, expanding the domestic market and 
modern  agro-industrial  production:  the  famous 
“regenerationism.” The result, necessarily incom-
plete  in  a  country ruled by agrarian propertied 
classes,  is  a  strong  inequality  between  the  two 
river banks of the Ebro and an internal migration 
that would last for decades, reflecting the inability 
of the state to propitiate with modern capitalist 
development in the agrarian regions. The result is 
still visible in the geographic distribution of the 
population and the per capita income in Spain.

5) Wikipedia on the "Tragic Week" of 1909 in Barcelona.
6) Literally: “foralisms”, etymologically related to “forum”.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tragic_Week_(Catalonia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Spain#Disaster_of_1898
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_C%C3%A1novas_del_Castillo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_C%C3%A1novas_del_Castillo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turno
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restoration_(Spain)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glorious_Revolution_(Spain)
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The  First  World  War (1914 – 1918) served to 
give the final blow to this regionalization of the 
Spanish class structure at a time when world capi-
talism had entered its imperialist phase and, con-
sequently, was modifying its internal structure to-
wards the hegemony of financial capital and mo-
nopolist concentration.

As the iron and steel industry and the naval sec-
tor – mainly located in the Bay of Biscay – were 
the great  internal  “winners”  of  the  World War, 
the result was the peculiar banking structure of 
the  Madrid  –  Santander  –  Bilbao axis,  whose 
definitive fusion, which simultaneously was a fu-
sion  of  sectors  of  the  bourgeoisie  with  the  old 
regime around the state, was symbolized in the 
capital cities’ geography of the Gran Vía, created 
in the 1920s: a veritable parade of large banks, 
whose  majority  had  headquarters  in  the  North, 
and  of  the  new  technological  monopolies,  from 
electricity to Telefónica, which very symbolically 
premiered its headquarters in 1929. The map of 
social headquarters of big financial capital and the 

large  oligopolies  (electricity,  telecommunications, 
coal, iron and steel, shipyards, etc.), (see graphic) 
appears as a triangle between the coastal cities of 
industrial Cantabria, Barcelona and its area of in-
fluence, and Madrid.

Only the Savings Banks, born from the Catholic 
Church and absorbed by the Francoist corporate 
state,  that  became  part  of  the  regenerationist 
plans,  minimally  and  insufficiently  enlarged  the 
map,  gaining  meager  bases  in  Andalusia (7), 
Zaragoza and Valencia. (8) Not even Galicia has 
managed to join the map despite the decades-long 
commitment of the Junta and the development of 
a global textile industry. They were able to take 
advantage  of  the  local  financial  bonanza  of  the 
1980s and 1990s – not alien to black money [from 
Colombian drug trade] – but failed to consolidate 
financially on their own bases, which would have 
been logical, and only did so in alliance with the 

7) It is no coincidence that they are Málaga, Zaragoza and Va-
lencia. Málaga, as an early focus of Spanish industrialization 
with the Larios, Heredia and others, was choked off by the 
triumph of Catalan and Basque protectionism and the ab-
sence of a transport infrastructure. The nascent and protec-
tionist bourgeoisies of the North encouraged a real economic 
blockade of this regional capital city. The violence to which 
they resorted in the battle to stifle the capitalist development 
of the south arrived at the expulsion of the gypsies from the 
province as a way of depriving the Malagan charcoal, tools 
and textile factories of working hands. The absence of eco-
nomic transport to the North, the only solvent markets 
within reach, and the arrival of cokes, a more productive 
coal, eventually relegated Andalusian industrial capitalism to 
the rank of a historical curiosity.

8) Valencia and Aragón represent the success of the agro-ex-
porting regenerationist model at the end of the Restoration. 
(see footnote 2) If its theorist was the Aragonese Joaquin 
Costa, culturally its results were represented by Sorolla and 
Benlliure in the plastic arts and by the federal republican 
writer and politician Vicente Blasco Ibañez. The Franco 
regime would later expand the model of a local export bour-
geoisie by the incorporation of tourism and the development 
of agricultural cooperatives and savings banks linked to the 
state.

Map of Spanish social banking offices illustrating the anomaly of the  
Spanish bourgeoisie.

Geographic distribution of per capita income in Spain

Naval and mining metallurgy but also the consumer industry, winners  
of World War-1 in Spain.
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already established large private  banks  [like  the 
Banco de Santander, the BBVA or the Caixa].
The change of social headquarters propitiated by 
the  separatist  tensions  in  Catalonia  these  days 
will not change this map any bit. It will only cen-
tralize it a little more, as a late, senile and uncon-
scious  reflection  of  the  revolution  the  Spanish 
bourgeoisie never succeeded to achieve in its pro-
gressive youth.

Jean Sovet (Nuevo Curso), October 7, 2017

Source: ¿De dónde vienen las tensiones y desigualdades re-
gionales españolas? http://nuevocurso.org/de-donde-
vienen-las-tensiones-y-desigualdades-regionales-
espanolas/  

Translation and annotations: Henry Cinnamon. 
Proofreading by: F.C., November 3, 2017. 
Final editing: November 22, 2017.

Addendum
Whereas the proletariat suffered heavily from its 
defeat  in  what  is  known  as  the  Spanish  "civil 
war",  both  the  Basque  and  the  Catalan  bour-
geoisies  could  live  very  well  with  the  Franco 
regime. The former joined the Francoist block and 
conserved particular rights in Navarre. Having se-
cured  the  Francoists’  respect  for  its  property 
rights as a condition for its surrender, the nation-

alist bourgeoisie from the Biscay region adapted 
smoothly to its regime. Both Basque and Catalan 
nationalism played a key role in safeguarding the 
continuity of a unified Spanish state throughout 
the "civil war" and continued their integration and 
particularization  thereafter,  even  playing  a  key 
role in the adaptation of Francoism to the imperi-
alist realities of Europe after the 2nd World War. 
(H.C., November 22, 2017)

Notes

Sabadell is the second largest city in the comarca of 
the Vallès Occidental in Catalonia, Spain. It is in the 
south of the comarca, on the River Ripoll, north of 
Barcelona. (Wikipedia)

Reus is the capital of Baix Camp, in the province of 
Tarragona,  in Catalonia, Spain. The area  has  always 
been an important producer of wines and spirits, and 
gained continental importance at the time of the Phyl-
loxera plague. Nowadays it is known by its commercial 
activity, for being a center for rock-climbing and as 
the birthplace of architect Antoni Gaudí. (Wikipedia)

Vicente Blasco Ibañez: Author of “Cañas y barro”, in 
which he relates the transformation of Valencian agri-
culture, of the world best seller “The Four Horsemen of 
the Apocalypse”, in which he tells the 1st World War 
from the point of view of the Spanish liberal bour-
geoisie and, above all, of “The Intruder”, which set-
tles accounts with the Catholic and racist nationalism 
of the Basque, inspired by the life of well-known per-
sonages of the bourgeoisie of Bilbao. (Nuevo Curso)

 Map of North East Spain with the valley of the river Ebro (German Labels) Source: Wikimedia Commons (2006).

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/61/Ebro_spanien.png
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With Special Attention To
An Articles Revue

The Pacific Ocean – the world’s most 
important boxing ring
This  article  is  written by  a  group of  comrades 
from Marseilles and it is not an editorial work of 
Le Fil Rouge.

This  is  an  important  article  on  a  vital  subject 
that is much neglected by groups that refer to the 
Communist  Left.  With many citations from the 
1957  article  L’impérialisme  des  porte-avions, 
published  in  Il  Programma  Comunista, (1)  the 
present article tries to understand the growing im-
perialist  tensions  between  China  and  the  USA 
from  a  historical  point  of  view.  Starting  with 
Marx’  1850  analysis  China,  England  and  the  
revolution.  Displacement of  the global  center  
of gravity, (2) the authors conclude:

“The Pacific Ocean is the place where a phase and a  
level of capitalist accumulation take place, linked to  
the contradiction between productive forces and so-
cial relations. Throughout history, each phase of ac-
cumulation has occurred in specific geographical ar-
eas and represented a qualitative and quantitative  
leap. It is not only the quantity of goods and capital  
exchanged,  and  thus  the  number  of  boats  and 
bankers that increased. These phases were based on 
the transition from craftsmanship to manufacturing  
and from the latter to the big industry (associated  
work, automation), on the migration from the coun-
tryside to the cities, etc. The need for credit and the  
means to distribute it grew, banknotes became uni-
versal, shares and bonds were issued and the need  
for control and collateral increased.

The new imperialism, victorious in two world wars,  
that is to say the United States, unified the world, a  
world which became smaller and smaller, where all  
the  contradictions  and  frictions  exacerbated  and 
where monopolies and finance dominate.

Today  the  Pacific  Ocean  is  the  battleground  on 
which the hegemony of the planet is played out.  
The center of gravity of world trade passes inex-
orably  from  the  Atlantic  Ocean  to  the  Pacific  
Ocean. Both coasts of the ocean become the main  

1) “The imperialism of aircraft-carriers”, Il Programma Comu-
nista, n°2-1957: El imperialismo de los portaaviones. 

2) French translation in: Karl Marx et Friedrich Engels, LA 
CHINE. Traduction et Prèface de Roger DANGEVILLE. Paris: 
Union Générale d’Éditions, 10/18, 1973, p. 193/195. Original 
in Marx Engels Werke Bd. 7, P. 213/225.

centers of production and distribution of goods. To 
understand who exercises capitalist domination over 
the earth's crust, it is fundamental to know who 
controls the seas.”

The importance of Asia is growing, specially that 
of  India  and  China,  in  economic,  financial  and 
technological respect. China modernizes its arma-
ments; its navy and air force grows, while it re-
duces its [terrestrial] army. Australia and the USA 
enforce their presence in the Pacific. The political 
influence of China in the region is growing, and 
that of the USA is declining.

Imperialism is considered as a phase of transition, 
or more exactly as a dying capitalism, referring to 
Marx’ analyses of countries succeeding each other 
in the economic and military domination over the 
rest  of the world (Venice, Spain,  Portugal,  Hol-
land,  France,  England,  and  finally  the  United 
States of America):

“It thus revolutionizes the hierarchies that are es-
tablished during the different epochs between coun-
tries and geographical areas. Venice is projected on 
the Mediterranean and the Silk Road; Portugal and 
Holland on the road to India; Spain to the Ameri-
cas; England and the United States to the whole  
world.

The economic and political action exercised by the  
dominant country on the world market inevitably 
provokes reactions from the other countries that are  
undergoing the initiative. Competition between cap-
italists manifests itself in other forms for states and  
leads to armed conflict, provoking wars that some-
times last for decades.”

Today’s situation is unique in that the USA is re-
ceiving capital from China, in theory its successor, 
and not the other way around as in the past:

“The emerging Chinese power is not in a position to  
unite  finance,  industry  and  politico-military 
supremacy into a single control center. An increas-
ingly schizophrenic global model in which a plane-
tary, social and technical division of labor operates  
between countries that are simultaneously antago-
nistic and complementary, nationalistic and global-
ized.”

One might object that the financial and economic 
links between Germany and the USA in the 1930-

http://classiques.uqac.ca/classiques/Engels_Marx/chine/chine.pdf
http://classiques.uqac.ca/classiques/Engels_Marx/chine/chine.pdf
http://laizquierdaitaliana.blogspot.nl/2011/09/el-imperialismo-de-los-portaaviones-el.html?m=0
http://lefilrouge17.blogspot.com/
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ties have not prevented the Nazis to start World 
War 2 after having installed their own system of 
financing their war economy, their version of state 
capitalism. This is only to show that many inter-
esting discussions could start from this article. It 
should be translated as soon as possible !

Fredo Corvo, October 30, 2017

Full article as PDF: L’océan pacifique ring principal 
d’affrontement du monde entier. Or, via Le File Rouge.

Theses on the revolutionary subject
Abstract of theses defended by the comrades of  
‘Grand Large’ in Belgium

How to characterize the malaise that is currently 
pervading  our  societies?  This  tension  is  mani-
fested historically by the desire to affirm one’s so-
cial singularity as a subject and to go beyond the 
condition of actor imposed by the economic con-
formity of the commodity relation. As a fruit of 
the opposition between the needs of man and the 
collective social demands, this tension becomes a 
contradiction to the development of the commod-
ity  relation  and  the  appearance  of  the  logic  of 
value.  As Marx writes (in  The Jewish Question), 
bourgeois society is “the sphere of egoism, of bel-
lum omnium contra omnes. (3) It is no longer the  
essence of  community,  but the essence of  differ-
ence. It has become the expression of man’s sepa-
ration from  his  community,  from  himself  and 
from other men – as it was originally.” (4)

Historically this tension is expressed by the revolt 
against the submission of man to the necessities of 
accumulation of the system in place. This is ex-
pressed, certainly to different degrees by the re-
volts of slaves, of the Roman plebs, of Spartacus, 
by  the  peasant  revolts and  the  workers'  
struggles . These revolts express the desire, cer-
tainly unconscious,  to confirm oneself  as a sub-
ject,  to  break the  reification [depersonalization], 
to go meet their being. They manifest a double 
negation:  first  that  of  a  refusal  of  alienation, 
where man, under the effect of the capitalist com-
modity relations, becomes alien to himself, subse-
quently that of a reaction against the reification, 
in which he is reduced to becoming a simple in-
strument of accumulation.

How to understand human creativity or how to 
conceive an ethics in a deterministic world? This 
question raises the problem of the historical vision 
of social transformations: what is the place of man 
in these changes?

3) “War of each against all”.
4) Karl Marx On The Jewish Question, 1843.

• Is man reduced to playing a simple role prede-
termined by external forces?

• Or is man, in a given situation, the subject of 
his history, capable of overthrowing the social 
order?

It is about a dialectical vision  that insists on 
the  activity  of  the  proletariat  as  a  factor  of 
change. It is in  The Eighteenth Brumaire,  or in 
The Class Struggle in France, that we must look 
for the class struggle in action, in the whole pleni-
tude of its determinations. With Marx, the latter 
is always irreducible to a phenomenal description 
of opposite social interests. It is at the heart of 
capitalist accumulation and its crises.

Marx said that the revolution would emerge from 
the proletariat because it lives inhumanity. Thus, 
the positivist vision of communism as a direct re-
sult  of  the  development  of  productive  forces  is 
wrong, but also wrong is the negativist vision of 
communism  that  is  moving  away  from  it.  The 
penetration of the law of value increases inhuman-
ity, but perhaps it is thereby that man can dis-
cover  humanity in himself.  The idea  of  man as 
anti-nature, as totally outside nature is certainly 
an aberration. The nature of man is at the same 
time a pure biological fact (we are primates), as 
his activity as a human of modifying himself and 
his environment is the purely natural fact.

The difficulty of describing future society: Marx 
has hardly treated what will happen after the con-
tradictions will have been solved, the resolution of 
the contradiction signifying for him the beginning 
of human history. It  is  obvious that this  future 
history still eludes us, at least in what we could 
make of it in spoken formulations. It's not about 
jumping  over  our  time  to  imagine  a  Utopian 
world. The task of the revolutionaries consists in 
demonstrating  where  the  terrifying  logic  of  the 
value form leads, in this era of social retrogres-
sion; it consists in providing different answers to 
the questions that are beginning to be posed, to 
intervene in all the cracks that open up in the edi-
fice of capitalist normality; in order to devote one-
self to the work of the old mole of the revolution 
and to the possibility of creating a human com-
munity.

The comrades of ‘Grand Large’, Belgium

Complete text in 70 theses (French): Le sujet 
révolutionnaire

Translation: Fredo Corvo, October 29, 2017
Last revision: Henry Cinnamon, November 11, 2017

https://httpgrandlarge.wordpress.com/2017/09/20/270/
https://httpgrandlarge.wordpress.com/2017/09/20/270/
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1844/jewish-question/
https://lefilrouge17.blogspot.nl/2017/10/locean-pacifique-ring-principal.html
http://data.over-blog-kiwi.com/0/55/15/36/20171022/ob_208ccc_pacificoo-corrige-piero-diego.pdf
http://data.over-blog-kiwi.com/0/55/15/36/20171022/ob_208ccc_pacificoo-corrige-piero-diego.pdf
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